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Abstract. Wikidata represents an important source of literary knowledge, collaboratively created and curated by a large community of users. In this archive, it is possible to find hundreds of thousands pages about writers and their works. However, Wikidata is affected by the underrepresentation of Transnational authors, as recently demonstrated in several studies. In this paper we present an approach for the augmentation of structured knowledge about Transnational writers by automatically extracting biographical information from Wikipedia. The approach is based on 4 distinct modules: Coreference Resolution, Event Detection, Named Entity Recognition, and Entity Linking. Modules are combined through Lexico-Semantic Patterns, which represent a tool for mapping extracted knowledge into Wikidata semantic model. Results show that our approach dramatically increases the number of biographical triples on Wikidata for Transnational writers. Such enhanced knowledge fosters the discovery of these writers both by a general public, which can discover less known works through fairer Recommendation Systems, and researchers, who have access to more complete sources of structured information about them.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years, digital media have impacted on the fruition of literary works, unfolding new opportunities for readers and scholars. New practices of reading were born through social platforms like Goodreads\textsuperscript{1} [1], and the relationship between writers and their audience was reshaped, driving cultural and economic transformations [2]. The diffusion of large open sources of knowledge [3, 4] has engaged literary scholars in new research issues and practices [5] that rely on Semantic Web technologies [6, 7]. Such a transformation has influenced also computer scientists, who have exploited data on literary works stored in self-publishing platforms [8] and digital archives [9] to train models for Natural Language Processing [10].

The impact of digital media on the literary ecosystem is not free from flaws, though. The ecosystem of digital archives of literature is vast, but fragmented, and not all resources acknowledge the Linked Data paradigm. For instance, there is no systematic mapping of writers’ pages on Wikidata onto other sources such as OpenLibrary\textsuperscript{2} and Worldcat\textsuperscript{3}. Since these knowledge bases have proven to be flawed by the lack of neutrality, such a limitation
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is even more critical as it hinders their comparative analysis. For instance, as highlighted by some recent studies, Wikidata and Wikipedia include biases [11] as well as a lack of information about Transnational people [12]. Such underrepresentation reduces the possibility of discovering, identifying, and suggesting Transnational writers and their works both to the general public and to domain experts like scholars in Digital Humanities (DH).

In order to provide a data-driven, thorough analysis of such underrepresentation, we developed the World Literature Knowledge Graph (WL-KG)[13], a knowledge base of writers and their works gathered from Wikidata and aligned with three external archives: OpenLibrary, Goodreads, and Google Books. Such an alignment does not rebalance the ratio between the absolute number of Western and Transnational writers on Wikidata, but increases the information about them in structured form, since it provides insightful knowledge about their literary works.

To push forward such data augmentation, in this paper we present a pipeline for biographical event extraction aimed at increasing the number of biographical facts about Transnational writers. Our approach combines Coreference Resolution, Event Detection [14], Named Entity Recognition (NER), and Entity Linking (EL), and organizes the extracted knowledge with Lexico-Semantic Patterns (LSPs) [15, 16], namely rules for the detection of biographical expressions in texts through patterns composed of semantic and syntactic elements.

Although our pipeline is agnostic with respect to the kind of biographical information, the method was tested on four properties encoded in Wikidata semantic model: 'educated at’ (P69), ‘employer’ (P108), ‘award received’ (P166), and ‘nominated for’ (P1411). These properties were chosen because they are the most frequent among the ones that link people to relevant career events. The results of our experiment show that the number of biographical triples about Transnational writers drastically increases by applying our pipeline for biographical event extraction, passing from 17,273 to 315,876 (+280%). This approach also led to an increase of subjects associated with at least one of the properties listed above: +1,126 with P69 property, +4,392 with P108, +183 with P166 and P1411.

The augmentation of biographical information and literary works about Transnational writers represents two crucial improvements. Even if they do not re-balance the absolute number of Transnational writers against Western ones, they provide additional knowledge that can foster literary research on less known authors, but can also be used for reducing this form of underrepresentation in other practical uses, like the development of fairer recommendation systems based on embeddings. [17]. Moreover, it constitutes the prerequisite for the creation of empirical researches tailored to Transnational Writers’ biographies and informed on the literature on Post-Colonial and World Literature: specific patterns of biographical events, such as migrations or political activism to mention the most obvious, need to be verified on the largest possible data sets in order to become effective, specialized tools for studying the lives of Transnational writers from written sources.

This paper is structured as follows. After reviewing the related work in Section 2, in Section 3 we quantify the underrepresentation of Transnational Writers. Section 4 describes our biographical event extraction pipeline, while in Section 5 an in-depth evaluation of results is presented. In Section 6 we summarize our findings and describe future work.

2. Related Work

In this section, we present an overview of the studies on biases and underrepresentation on Wikidata and Wikipedia and a review of the research on biographical event detection.

2.1. Underrepresentation

The presence of racial and gender inequality on Wikidata [18] and Wikipedia is a well-known issue related to racial\(^4\) and gender [19] gaps among the contributors. This issue has been analyzed from two main perspectives. A first line of research is mainly devoted to analyzing the presence of biases in Wikipedia pages about people belonging

\(^4\)Together they are associated 637, 243 to entities of the type Person on Wikidata, according to the last data dump available on Academic Torrent (https://academictorrents.com/download/229ebeb2331ad43d4706ef4d435f6d78f40a3c438.torrent). More information about this statistic is provided in Section 4.4

to groups vulnerable to discrimination. [20] performed an event extraction task on 10,412 biographies, showing that women’s Wikipedia pages contain more personal events than men’s, while the latter biographies are more focused on event related to their career. [11] provided a method for systematically extracting and comparing biographies of different groups of people (e.g., by gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation) using Wikipedia categories to generate samples. They further provided a multi-dimensional index for performing this comparison, finding that general differences exits between biographies based on these groups. A second line of research is focused on quantitatively analysing under-representation on Wikipedia. [21] provided a thorough study of famous people on Wikipedia, showing that women and non-Western people are less likely to appear in a relevant number (25) of language editions of Wikipedia. Among the 100 most popular biographies, then, only 3 are about women, and 8 about non-Western people. [12] studied sociologists’ Wikipedia pages, finding that non-white male and female sociologists are more prone to under-representation. [18] performed a comparison between the number of software developers, engineers, and scientists on Wikidata and the real-world population, showing that people from Europe and North America are over-represented. Our recent work on under-representation of non-Western writers [22] led to similar results: The ratio between African writers on Wikidata and African population is the lowest (1 per 374, 260 people) while Europe reaches the highest ratio in favor of writers (1 per 9,136 people).

2.2. Biographical Event Extraction

Event detection and modeling have a long tradition in NLP and DH. Such interested is motivated by the aim of automatically extracting contents [23] from unstructured data like news articles [24] and social media protests [25]. Several resources are available for this task: OntoNotes [26] is multi-layer and multi-genre corpus with a semantic annotation based on the PropBank framework [27] and an annotation of coreference. TimeBank [28] and NewsReader [24] are corpora of news annotated according to the TimeML standard for the annotation of events and temporal expression [29], while LitBank [30] is a collection of 100 literary excerpts annotated according to ACE event annotation framework [23]. Even though these corpora rely on different annotation schemes and tackle different genres, they all share the same granularity of annotation, which is situated at token level. This allows an extensive reuse of these resources over different tasks.

Biographical event detection might be considered as a specialization of this task focused on modelling biographies [31, 32] and developing methods for identifying the most important events which occur in people’s lives [33, 34]. The interest in such a task is shared by different communities, since it has many applications like prosopography [35], digital archives [36], and analysis of biases [20].

Despite such efforts from different communities, the number of resources and works for biographical event detection and extraction is limited, and mainly based on the adaptation of existing tools such as the NewsReader pipeline [37], the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [38], and Semafor [39]. Relying on such tools, Russo et al. [40] detected relevant events, dates, and places about 782 people deported to Nazi concentration camps. [41] extracted linguistic motion frames [42] and places from biographies of notable people on Wikipedia. [43] identified latent personas of movie characters, namely sets of stereotypical events which define them and their role within a plot. [44] developed a system in which event detection and Semantic Web Technologies are integrated in a single pipeline, which takes as input news articles and outputs event-centric knowledge graphs.

The lack of annotated corpora for this task is an additional issue. With the exception of the work of [20], who released a set of tuples of the type event-target entity rather than a corpus of annotated documents, no resources were specifically developed for extracting biographical events. Such absence hinders the creation of benchmarking tools, preventing scholars from evaluating their approaches to biographical event extraction.

3. Measuring Underrepresentation on Wikidata

In this section we describe a quantitative analysis of Transnational writers on Wikidata. The analysis derives from our previous work on the World Literature Knowledge Graph [13, 22] and it is preceded by a brief discussion of the criteria we adopted for defining the concept of “Transnational”.
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3.1. Defining Transnational Writers

Before measuring the underrepresentation of Transnational writers, it is necessary to provide a set of criteria to distinguish them from the writers who are not characterized by such a condition. Since this classification must be implemented in an automatic data gathering process from Wikidata, its definition must be theoretically sound and easily implemented for the task. Our classification rationale derives from post-colonial studies, according to which writers from former colonies are more prone to underrepresentation since they have been historically silenced. Relying on this body of theories, however, is not fully suitable for automatically gathering data. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak introduces the idea that writers born in former colony countries who belong to local elites must not be considered post-colonial because they were raised as Western children, and belonging to a local elite is not a property available on Wikidata. We therefore chose two criteria for implementing such a classification: (i) the country of birth. We consider Transnational writers only people who were born in a country that has been a former colony and has a Human Development Index below 0.8, and (ii) The ethnicity. We manually reviewed all the ethnicities from Wikidata, keeping only the ones that represent minorities on Western countries (e.g., African Americans). All writers associated with one of these ethnicities are classified as Transnational, even if they were not directly born in former colonies.

A further aspect we needed to consider in designing our classification was the terminology for referring to Transnational writers, which is not a trivial issue. A few group of writers, in fact, should not be considered post-colonial despite being born in former colonies, because they belong to white minorities (e.g., J. M. Coetzee) or are the children of European or American parents (e.g., Wilbur Smith). Since Wikidata lacks coverage of people’s family origins and ethnicity, we decided to do not rely on clearly bounded definitions like post-colonial, but to adopt the broader term Transnational, which refers to people who “operated outside their own nation’s boundaries, or negotiated with them” [48] (p.9). This terminological choice prevents the exposure of our classification to a small set of famous false positive like the aforementioned Coetzee and Smith. Additionally, it is a way to signal to the user of our resource that the classification must be validated by a finer-grained validation that can be only manually performed, even if these false positives are rarely present in the Knowledge Graph.

3.2. Data Gathering and Analysis of Underrepresentation

The data gathering process was performed on Wikidata in October 2021. We first obtained from Wikidata all the 393, 441 entities of type Person with occupation (wkt:P106) writer (wd:Q36180), or poet (wd:Q49757), and their year of birth. We then filtered out all the people born before 1808, which is a crucial year because it marks the beginning of the Spanish-American war, which can be considered as the first decolonization process. The number of writers in our collection was thus reduced to 194,346. Finally, for each author, we collected the country of birth (derived from P19 property), citizenship (P27), ethnic group (P172), gender (P21), date of birth (P569), Wikipedia page, and all the works associated with them (P50). Among the total number of writers on Wikidata, 17,368 (9%) are labeled as Transnational according to the definition provided in the previous section, while non-Transnational authors are 176,697 (91%). The distribution is even more skewed when works are considered: of the 145,375 works gathered from Wikidata, only 8,380 (5.8%) are associated with Transnational Writers.

For better exploring such underrepresentation, we analyzed the distribution of Transnational writers against non-Transnational writers grouped by gender across four generations: Silent Generation (1928-1945), Baby Boomers (1946-1964), Generation X (1965-1980), and Millennials (1981-1996). As it can be observed in Figure 1, non-Transnational male writers are predominant within the Silent Generation (66.2%) and Baby Boomers (60.9%). Surprisingly, the number of non-Transnational women progressively increases until it overcomes the number of men within the Millennials: 2,699 (43.1%) vs. 2,605 (41.6%). Transnational writers are significantly less across all generations, but Transnational women writers suffer an additional lack of representation on Wikidata: there are

---

6 All authors of this paper were born and live in Italy from Italian parents. Therefore, their foremost objective in defining Transnational writers is to avoid a colonial view on this classification.

7 The list of countries and minorities is available in a dedicated Zenodo repository: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8399935.
Fig. 1. The area chart depicts four generations of Western and Transnational writers grouped by gender. The blue area represents Western men, the orange Western women, the green Transnational men, the red Transnational women. Non-binary authors (Western and Transnational) are too few that do not appear in the figure despite they are computed in the dataset.

Only 508 (8.1%) male and 379 (6%) female Transnational writers on Wikidata among Millennials. Non-binary writers are the most underrepresented, regardless of their condition. In the KG there are only 23 (0.01%) non-binary Transnational authors and 146 (0.009%) non-binary among the remaining writers.

The underrepresentation of Transnational Writers is also present in Wikipedia. Out of 194,346 writers, only 48,486 of them have an English Wikipedia page and Transnational writers represent only the 16.4%.

Finally, such a disproportion is also reflected in the average number of biographical properties describing writers on Wikidata. There are 0.93 properties of the type ‘educated at’ (P69) about Transnational writers versus 0.987 about the others; 0.292 versus 0.332 properties of the type ‘employer’ (P108), and 0.929 versus 1.22 properties of the type ‘award received’ (P166).

Our biographical event extraction pipeline is not aimed at balancing the number of authors on Wikidata; instead, it aims at the augmentation of the pages of Transnational writers on Wikidata with a higher amount of biographical information, with the ultimate goal of leading to a more accurate representation (and deeper understanding) of their lives.

4. Biographical Triples Extraction

In this section we present our pipeline for the extraction of biographical triples about Transnational writers, a task organized in four interrelated sub-tasks: coreference resolution of the entity target of the biography and event detection (both described in Section 4.1), Named Entity Recognition (NER) (Section 4.2), and Entity Linking (EL) (Section 4.3). While an approach for addressing the first two tasks has been addressed in a previous work [14, 49], the introduction of NER and EL within the pipeline is specific to the present work.

4.1. Biographical Event Detection

Despite the meaning of Biographical Event Detection is clear, a stable formalization of this concept aimed at computationally approaching this task has not yet been formulated. In a previous work, we defined Biographical
Event Detection as an entity-based detection task [14]: given a biography, a model must be able to identify only the events directly related to the entity target of the document. After a review of existing resources, we found that some annotated corpora may be reused for this task: TimeBank [28], OntoNotes [26], LitBank [43], NewsReader [24], and GUM [50]. Since none of them was designed for Biographical Event Detection, we developed WikiBio, a resource aimed at assessing the performance of models trained on these resources. WikiBio is a corpus composed of 20 Wikipedia biographies of African and African-American writers. The annotation was made at a token level, an approach which is widely adopted in existing resources and is well-suited for extracting fine-grained knowledge about biographical events. The annotation of events in WikiBio is mainly based on TimeML [29] and RED [51] guidelines, according to which events can be expressed by different parts of speech and must be annotated as single tokens. Example 1 shows examples of annotated events, of which 2 are verbs (‘dreaming’ and ‘resigned’), 1 is an adjective (‘tired’), and 1 is a name (‘routines’).

1. In mid-1958, tired of her daily routines and dreaming of bigger things, Head resigned her job.

The annotation of entities in the WikiBio corpus follows a simplified version of the GUM guidelines [50] for coreference resolution, a task whose aim is to identifies clusters of mentions of each named entity in a document. According to our guidelines, annotators are asked to annotate only the mentions of the target entity of the biography which are associated to the events in which they are involved. Example 2 exemplifies our guidelines: while a traditional coreference annotation would consider all the named entities in a document as candidates for coreference resolution (e.g., locations like ‘Bori’ and ‘Ogoniland’), our approach only considers only the entity of type person which is the subject of the biography. Moreover, not all the mentions of this entity are considered: only the mentions in which the entity is involved as a participant in an event are considered. For instance, the pronoun ‘His’ is not annotated even if it is a mention of the target entity, because it is not related to an event that involves it.

2. Kenule Saro-Wiwa was born in Bori [...] His father’s hometown was the village of Bane, Ogoniland.

Once annotated, the corpus is used within a series of experiments of entity coreference resolution and event detection, based on finetuning a DistilBert-based Language Model (LM) [52] on different combinations of documents that are reusable for this task. For the entity detection we adapted the coreference annotation layers of GUM [50] and OntoNotes [26]. For event detection we reused the OntoNotes [26] semantic layer, TimeBank [28], NewsReader [24], and LitBank [30].

4.1.1. Entity Detection

For this task we finetuned a LM over different training sets composed of documents from WikiBio, and from adapted versions of OntoNotes [26], and GUM [50] and tested on a sample of documents extracted from WikiBio. Examples 3 and 4 show the adaptation of OntoNotes and GUM for the task. Original annotations contain a set of mentions clusters determined by the number of named entities in each document. Therefore, in Example 3 4 named entities can be identified: ‘Fidel Castro’, ‘Cuba’, ‘Hugo Chavez’, ‘Venezuela’. Our adaptation consists in keeping only the mentions of the entity of the type ‘person’ which occurs most times in the document (Example 4), ‘Fidel Castro’ in this case.

3. President Fidel Castro (1) from Cuba (2) and Hugo Chavez (3) of Venezuela (4) made beautiful music together. 

4. President Fidel Castro (1) from Cuba and Hugo Chavez of Venezuela made beautiful music together. 

For the experiment we defined six combinations of 100 documents that were split in sequences with a maximum length of 128 wordpieces. Each set of sequences was grouped in a single batch, an approach that has been already adopted for performing coreference resolution with LMs [53]. 5 documents from WikiBio corpus have been used in some training set combinations, 5 in the development set, and 10 in the test set. We finetuned the public checkpoint of DistilBert⁸ for 30 epochs on each combination of documents. Table 1 shows results of the experiments. As it can be observed, the only two models that obtained an F-score of at least 0.8 on the test set were the ones fully trained on OntoNotes, and composed of 95 documents from OntoNotes and five from WikiBio. We kept the model fully

⁸https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-uncased
trained on OntoNotes since it performed slightly better than the one trained over OntoNotes and WikiBio (+0.008 F-Score) and used it for the detection of target entities in the 48,486 biographies gathered from Wikipedia, filtering out all the sentences that do not contain a mention of the target entity. Such heuristic is exemplified in Figure ?? where the first sentence is removed from the data set since it does not include a mention of the writer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Dev</th>
<th>Test (30 EPOCHS)</th>
<th>F-Score_train</th>
<th>F-Score_dev</th>
<th>F-Score_test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUM</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUM +WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onto</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td><strong>0.808</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onto+WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc+WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>WikiBio</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.789</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Results of entity detection experiments. In the table 3 combinations of existing resources have been used for training: GUM, OntoNotes, and a miscellaneous of both. Alongside this combinations, 3 further training sets containing a portion of WikiBio were created.

4.1.2. Event Detection
We composed 16 different training sets by selecting sentences from existing corpora annotated for event detection and tested their performance with or without adding texts from WikiBio. The training was not performed over the whole document, but on samples of sentences. The 1,691 sentences containing events annotated in our corpus were split into three sets of equal size that were used for development (563), testing (564), and training (564). The upper part of Table 2 shows the results of the model trained on each of the 16 training sets after five epochs, while in the lower part it is possible to observe the results of the models trained on the four training sets that led to a better performance. As it can be noticed, all the latter achieved an F-score on the test set above 0.85. The training set composed of sentences from Timebank and WikiBio achieved the best result (0.859), but it is worth mentioning that the model trained on a miscellaneous of all corpora and WikiBio shows the lowest drop of performance between F-score obtained on training and test set. This may signal a higher generalization of model’s prediction to other type of texts.

4.2. Named Entity Recognition
Since the objects of the triples based on properties ‘educated at’ and ‘employer’ are in most cases entities of the type ‘Organization’, while ‘award received’ and ‘nominated’ are related to entities of the type ‘Prize’, we adopted two different NER strategies for their recognition.

Organizations Detection. Following the same approach adopted for Biographical Event Detection, we trained a NER model on a training set composed of sentences from OntoNotes [26] and MultiNerd [54], a semi-supervised corpus for NER bootstrapped from Wikipedia. We adapted them to transform the task from a multi-label token classification to a binary token classification, since we were only interested in recognizing entities of the type ‘Organization’. The model was trained over three different combination of sentences and always achieved an F-score above 0.98.

Prizes Detection. Since prizes are not among the set of entities present in NER corpora, we created a gazetteer of prize names based on a list present on Goodreads9 and implemented a recognition task based on regular expressions.

9https://www.goodreads.com/award/
Table 2

Results of event detection experiments. 10 training sets are based on a sample of documents selected for each of 4 reused corpora, with and without the addition of data from WikiBio. Additionally, we composed 3 miscellaneous corpora: Misc_01 (all resources); Misc_02 (OntoNotes, Timebank, and Litbank); Misc_03 (OntoNotes, and Timebank). The bottom part of the Table focuses on the 4 models that achieved the best F-score after five epochs.

4.3. Entity Linking

We intend EL as a Wikification task [55] where the entities recognized in the previous part of the pipeline are linked to Wikidata. Our approach encompassed four steps:

- for each recognized entity we obtained five candidates by performing a search through Wikipedia Search APIs\(^{10}\)
- for each candidate we computed a score based on three dimensions: (i) its ranking in the order in which candidates are returned from Wikipedia, normalized to a 0-1 range; (ii) the string similarity between the candidate and the recognized entity [56]; (iii) the cosine similarity between the candidate entity and the result;
- we filtered out all candidates with a score below 0.85. If after this process more than one candidate were associated to a recognized entity, we kept the one with the highest score;
- we linked the selected candidate to Wikidata.

Table 3 shows an example of how the EL pipeline is structured. Given the recognized entity ‘the cavendish laboratory’, we obtained a set of candidates from Wikidata APIs Cavendish Laboratory, Mark Oliphant, Henry Cavendish, ...
Brian Josephson, James Chadwick. For each of them a score based on the order in which they are returned (column “Wikipedia”), string (column “String”), and cosine similarity is computed (column “Cosine”), and the one with the highest score (column “Score”), namely ’Cavendish Laboratory’, is linked to its Wikidata page (with id Q181892, last column).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognized Entity</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
<th>String</th>
<th>Cosine</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the cavendish laboratory</td>
<td>Cavendish Laboratory</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>Q181892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cavendish laboratory</td>
<td>Mark Oliphant</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cavendish laboratory</td>
<td>Henry Cavendish</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cavendish laboratory</td>
<td>Brian Josephson</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the cavendish laboratory</td>
<td>James Chadwick</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

An example of the EL pipeline. The recognized entity is present in the first column (‘the cavendish laboratory’), while in the second the first 5 candidates obtained through the Wikipedia search API are shown. In the subsequent 4 columns it is possible to observe the multidimensional score associated to each candidate: the ranking it has in Wikipedia search results (column 3); the string similarity between extracted entity and candidate (column 4); the cosine similarity between their embeddings (5), and the average of the 3 score. Last column shows the WikiBase Item id of the selected candidate.

4.4. Pipeline Implementation

As mentioned in the Introduction, we focused the implementation of our pipeline to four career-relevant properties that are highly present on Wikidata: ‘educated at’ (P69), ‘employer’ (P108), ‘award received’ (P166), and ‘nominated for’ (P1411). To support our choice we gathered from the latest Wikidata dump on Academic Torrent all entities of the type Person and counted the most frequently occurring properties. Among the properties linking people with organization or other career-relevant entity types, P69 is the most frequent (323,017 triples), P108 is the second (185,826) and P166 the third (124,614). P1411 has been selected for its semantic relatedness with P166.

The number of Transnational writers gathered from Wikidata and included in our dataset are 17,649, but only 7,979 of them (45) have an English Wikipedia page. In order to have a benchmark to evaluate the effects of our Entity Detection model (described in Section 4.1.1), we performed the sentence segmentation of raw biographies obtaining 234,606 sentences. Performing the Entity Detection step over biographies reduced the number of relevant sentences about Transnational writers to 187,082 (~20%).

For each of the filtered sentences, we detected all events as described in Section 4.1.2, thus identifying 11,876 event types that occur 216,666 times.

For the extraction of the triples from text we adopted a rule-based language based on Lexico-Semantic Patterns (LSP) [15]. LSPs are rules in which syntactic and semantic elements are combined into patterns for extracting information from text. In previous work [16], we exploited such method in combination with VerbNet clusters of verbs [57] for creating a set of rules of the following form:

VerbNet class $preposition organization|location

The following is an example of how a LSP matches sentences with different verbs and preposition, and encodes them as a biographical triple:

LSP: obtain-13.5.2 from|for|at|by|in|as GPE|ORG

5. Ajunwa received her BA at University of California, Davis in 2003.
6. He held a master’s degree in Theatrical Directing which he obtained from the University of Sofia

11 The dataset was collected in October 2021
12 We used the Natural Language Toolkit for this task: https://www nltk.org/
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ifeoma_Ajunwa
As it can be observed, both sentences 5 and 6 match verbs which are part of the cluster obtain-13.5.2, namely ‘receive’ and ‘obtain’ in combination with different prepositions. This allows extracting triples with property ‘educated at’ (P69).

However, such an approach resulted in a high number of false positives due to three factors that show the limitation of existing VerbNet clusters [57] and of LSPs: (i) the high polysemy of verbs; (ii) the absence of a rationale for disambiguating mentions of the writers from other people mentioned in the biography; (iii) errors in the detection of entities of the type ‘organization’ or ‘location’. Additionally, such a verb-centric approach overlooks all nominal events, which are present in high number within this type of documents.

Therefore we created three alternative LSPs by combining the output of the biographical detection step with this rule-based approach. We reviewed all the detected events and kept only the ones that (i) are quantitatively relevant, namely they occur at least 50 times; (ii) are thematically relevant for properties ‘educated at’ (P69), ‘employer’ (P108), ‘award received’ (P166), and ‘nominated’ (P1411). Resulting LSPs are the following:

1. ‘Educated at’. The LSP is formed by the following event types, detected in 12,021 sentences from Transnational writers’ biographies combined with an entity of the type ‘Organization’: ‘studied attended degree graduated complete education studies obtained enrolled studying educated student schooling attend attending admitted PhD scholarship graduation training graduate learned trained degrees BA doctorate matriculated’.

2. ‘Employer’. The LSP is formed by the following event types, detected in 34,534 sentences from Transnational writers’ biographies combined with an entity of the type ‘Organization’: ‘published wrote served joined founded taught work professor writing working editor writer earned career author director established translated Professor teaching invited founder lecturer write writes serving poet works job publishing resigned Director contributor serves position retirement teacher President hired columnist authored teaches research publish serve speaker teach scholar founders head researcher reporter advisor producing employed Editor Chair manager chair Chairman editor-in-chief tenure presenter translator commentator fired CEO co-founded resignation retiring recruited collaboration Lecturer directing acting’.

3. ‘Award received’ and ‘Nominated’. The LSP is formed by the following event types, detected in 9,540 sentences from Transnational writers’ biographies combined with an entity of the type ‘Prize’: ‘won awarded appointed Award recipient nominated graduating award awards shortlisted winner winning Fellow conferred inducted nomination finalist recognised honors nominations’.

After restricting our focus on these types of events, we performed the NER step (Section 4.2), which allowed us to obtain 43,096 sentences that match at least one of the above LSPs. Example 7 shows how after this step it is possible to extract two types of relations through LSPs: ‘educated at’ and ‘employer’.

7. After his post-graduated studies (EVENT), he joined (EVENT) Cotton College (ORG), Guwahati as a lecturer (ORG) in mathematics

As a final step of our pipeline we performed EL (Section 4.3, which allowed us to extract 37,249 triples from 27,682 unique sentences.

The example below, encoded in Wikibase ontology\(^\text{14}\) shows a set of extracted triples\(^\text{15}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wd:Q10281199} &\text{ a wikibase:Item ;} \\
\rdfs:label &\text{ "Fernanda Young"@en ;} \\
\text{wdtn:P214} &\text{ <http://viaf.org/viaf/46422319>} \\
\text{wdt:P69} &\text{ wd:Q5424283.} \\
\text{wd:Q10281199} &\text{ p:P69 s:...1 .} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{14}\text{http://wikiba.se/ontology.}\)

\(^{15}\text{For readability, here we simplify the instantiation of the Wikibase model, according to which the property-value pair in the statement wd:Q10281199 wdt:P69 wd:Q5424283 should be explicitly related to its provenance (namely, Wikipedia) using prov:wasDerivedFrom and the value possibly ranked for correctness.}\)
According to such representation, Fernanda Young (wd:Q10281199) was ‘educated at’ (wdt:P69) ‘FAAP’ (wd:Q5424283). This claim was derived from (prov:wasDerivedFrom) the following sentence from her Wikipedia biography: “Young later stated that she’d sworn never to step on a university campus after the experiments, but later attended Fine Arts at FAAP.”

All the extracted triples are stored on Zenodo under Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (CC BY 4.0).

5. Evaluation of Results

The evaluation of our experimental setup focuses on two aspects: assessing the quality of our Biographical Triple Extraction pipeline described in the previous section and understanding to which extent our approach contributes to reduce the underrepresentation of Transnational writers.

5.1. Pipeline Evaluation

In order to evaluate the quality of our pipeline, we selected a stratified random sample of 584 triples (1.5% of the extracted triples) and performed a manual check of its correctness. For each example, we first checked if it was correct and, if not, we specified the source of error among the four components of the pipeline: coreference, event, NER, and EL. Table 4 shows the result of the evaluation, which on average reach the 73.9% (432 correct and 152 wrong examples). There are high oscillations between the single properties, though: property P108 reaches the worst performance with 69.8% of correct triples, P108 scored 77.9%, while P166 and P1411 together reached 95.4%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>n. of examples</th>
<th>% correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P69</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P108</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P166P1411</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>73.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Manual Evaluation of the extracted triples

When errors are broken down according to their types (Figure 2), insight about our pipeline emerges. The most common source of error is the NER classifier, which determines the 57.9% of the errors. There are two main types of NER errors: generic mentions identified as organizations, like ‘Senate’ in Example 8 which is wrongly labelled as the Senate of the United States of America, and misclassified entity types, like ‘Huda Darwish’ in Example 9 who is a person labeled as an organization.

8. During her term in Senate, Ramos-Shahani was the chair of various committees.

9. **Huda Darwish** continues her success by publishing sequels.

---

10https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8399935
Fig. 2. Breakdown of errors emerged during the manual assessment of the pipeline. We defined 4 types of errors: (i) coreference, if the event is not associated to the target of a biography; (ii) event, if the LSP does not apply to the Wikidata property; (iii) NER, if a wrong entity was recognized; (iv) Link, if the link was incorrect.

The second major source of error is caused by event detection (22.4%), but such type of error is almost exclusively related to the ‘employer’ property with 32 errors out of 41 affecting these triples. A close observation of these errors shows that they are caused by their manual clustering in LSPs rather than classification errors. The polysemy of events like ‘work’ (Example 10) or events specific to the cultural industry like ‘write’ (Example 11) leads to a higher number of wrong predictions, since they can link a person to an organization (write for the Guardian) or to a cultural work.

10. since 1977, he has focused on working with his own band, with which he also appeared at the North Sea Jazz Festival.

11. In this year Wonder also wrote and produce the dance hit “Let’s get serious”

EL-related errors represents 16.0% of the total. A first type of EL error derived from the lack of a specific entity on Wikidata. In example 11, ‘St. Patrick’s College, Asaba’, missing in this knowledge source, is wrongly linked to an institution with the same name but located in Maynooth, Ireland. A second type of error is the link to a disambiguation Wikidata page. The magazine Femina in Example 12 is correctly recognized by the NER, but linked to a list of potential candidates.

12. Okpewho attended St Patrick’s College in Asaba, going on to university college, Ibadan, from where he earned a first-class honours degree in classics.

13. In 1918, Weber began publishing poems in the magazine Femina and soon began serving on the editorial board of the paper.

Summarizing, from the error analysis three main issues emerge. (i) While the Biographical Event classifier shows good performances, the mapping of events to Wikidata properties must be improved, especially for the ‘employer’ property. The manual organization of events in thematic clusters currently represents a bottleneck for a fully-automated Biographical Triple Extraction pipeline. Supporting this step with knowledge from resources like PropBank [27], NomBank [58], and Unified Verb Index [59] may lead to an automation of this mapping. (ii) The NER classifier must be improved in order to reduce the number of misclassified entities that are propagated to the linking step. (iii) The knowledge in Wikidata has some gaps that affect the EL step; including other sources of knowledge like DBpedia [60], CaliGraph[61], and Google KG in the EL step may result in a richer and more precise set of extracted triples.

17https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4556206
18https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q269471
19https://www.google.kg/
5.2. Reduction of Underrepresentation

The second part of the evaluation focuses on the impact of triple extraction in reducing Transnational writers’ underrepresentation. To do so, we created a benchmark by gathering from Wikidata all the properties of the type ‘P69’, ‘P108’, ‘P166’, and ‘P1411’ about the 7,979 Transnational writers with an English Wikipedia page and quantitatively compared them with the number of triples obtained through our triple extraction task from their biographies. A first intuitive overview of this augmentation may be observed in Figure 3, where the intersection between existing and extracted triples is represented through Venn’s Diagrams. The increase of triples having P108 (‘employer’) as predicate is the most relevant, while P166 (‘award received’), and P1411 (‘nominated’) grew less than the others. Such a disproportion reflects the strategies that we implemented within our pipelines (Section 4.2): given the absence of entities of the type ‘prize’ in NER corpora, we relied on a gazetteer and regular expressions to find them in sentences, thereby reducing the potential number of candidates for this type of triples. The opposite may be observed for P108 (‘Employer’), which has been extracted more frequently but with a lower precision (Section 5.1). The general impact of our approach seems to be significant, though. As it can be observed in Table 5, the number of writers with at least one triple increases for each property: ‘P69’ properties grew from 4,382 to 5,508 writers (+1,126); ‘P108’ from 1,353 to 6,285 (+4,932); ‘P166’ and ‘P1411’ from 2,854 to 3,037 (+183).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Wikidata triples</th>
<th>Extracted triples</th>
<th>Total triples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P69</td>
<td>7,357 (4,382)</td>
<td>9,369 (4,303)</td>
<td>13,614 (5,508)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P108</td>
<td>2,317 (1,353)</td>
<td>26,080 (6,182)</td>
<td>27,249 (6,285)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P166/P1411</td>
<td>7,599 (2,854)</td>
<td>1,098 (795)</td>
<td>8,514 (3,037)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The impact of our triple extraction approach on the total number of triples about Transnational writers. Numbers among parenthesis represent the amount of writers associated with at least one property of the type P69, P108, and P166/P1411. Second column shows the number of triples actually associated to the 7,979 people with a Wikipedia page; Third column the number of extracted triples; Fourth column the intersection of the two sets of data.

These results show that the even the knowledge injected from a small set of English Wikipedia pages is significant. The application of these pipeline to other sources of knowledge and its implementation to other languages may dramatically increase the number of structured information that we have about Transnational writers and other categories of people who suffer a lack of representation on Wikidata. This does not reduce their underrepresentation in absolute terms, since it can be applied also to Western writers who are significantly more in this knowledge base, but could mitigate it by providing a higher amount of biographical information about them.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we presented a method for extracting biographical information from Wikipedia and encoding it according to the Wikidata semantic model. This method, which is aimed at reducing the underrepresentation of Transnational writers on Wikidata, was tested on triples based on four Wikidata properties: ‘educated at’ (P69), ‘employer’ (P108), ‘award received’ (P166), and ‘nominated for’ (P1411). Results show that the pipeline significantly increases both the total number of triples with this properties and the number of Transnational Writers associated to at least one of them, thus reducing their underrepresentation. Additionally, knowledge extracted through this pipeline may be a prerequisite for the identification of biographical patterns that are specific to how Transnational people are represented or misrepresented (eg: migration, activism) in online archives. Future work will focus on increasing the quality of our biographical extraction pipeline, through a revision of NER and EL steps, and the implementation of a more effective strategy for LSPs creation. In addition, the biographical event extraction pipeline will be extended to other knowledge bases, in order to increase the information about Transnational writers.
Fig. 3. A visual representation of the effect of triples extraction on the total number of triples about Transnational writers. Extracted triples are in green in diagrams.
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